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SUBJECT: REGIONAL CONNECTOR EARLY COMPLETION INCENTIVE AGREEMENT

ACTION: APPROVE RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION

CONSIDER:

A. INCREASING the Life of Project (LOP) Budget for the Regional Connector Concurrent Non-
FFGA Project Activities, capital project number 861228, by the amount of $12,948,000 from
$46,441,168 to $59,389,168 consistent with the provisions of the Board-adopted Measure R
and Measure M Unified Cost Management Policy, for the purposes of providing an incentive
for Regional Connector Constructors (RCC) to complete transit facilities ten weeks early
thereby permitting an earlier Revenue Service Date and mitigating impacts to the community.

ISSUE

Construction of the Regional Connector Transit Project (Project) necessitated the demolition of the
Little Tokyo/Arts District Station, which was taken out of rail service on October 24, 2020. This began
a twenty-two-month bus bridge between Union Station and the Pico/Aliso L Line (Gold) Station while
new underground facilities are constructed and the system commissioned. Based on the construction
progress to date, there is an opportunity to complete and begin testing the guideway early, while
challenges at the Historic Broadway Street Station are resolved. An early completion of the overall
project will provide multiple benefits to the community and to Metro. The design-build construction
contract does not contain an incentive provision to encourage the contractor to complete construction
early or to resolve issues without delay. The cost of this proposed early completion incentive
agreement is not included in the Project budget, necessitating an increase in the LOP Budget.

BACKGROUND

The demolition of the Little Tokyo/Arts District Station started on October 24, 2020 and began a
twenty-two-month bus bridge for passengers traveling between Union Station, Little Tokyo/Arts
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District and the Pico/Aliso L Line (Gold) stations while new underground facilities are constructed and
commissioned. Based on the construction progress to date, there is an opportunity to complete the
guideway work early.

Completing early will reduce construction impacts to Little Tokyo, Arts District and downtown
neighborhoods and the business communities by restoring revenue service for transit passengers
approximately ten weeks earlier than currently planned. The Little Tokyo, Arts District and Boyle
Heights communities have been especially impacted by the multiple L Line (Gold) service
interruptions, yet they have remained very supportive of the Project during the past five years.  The
Board-approved operational plan for the Regional Connector creates ease of access across Los
Angeles County, attracting people to visit downtown Los Angeles.  Once completed, the Regional
Connector Project is likely to encourage economic recovery by providing increased access to
downtown businesses.  Reopening transit service ahead of schedule is consistent with Metro’s
commitment to reduce impacts to the communities to the extent possible.

Furthermore, an early project completion avoids substantial future costs. The incentive agreement
also achieves an expedited completion of the Historic Broadway Station which has been impacted by
the addition of structural elements needed to support a future hi-rise commercial building that will be
constructed over the station. Incorporating a portion of the overbuild facility’s foundation into our
station plaza structure was a condition of securing the right-of-way for the station plaza.

DISCUSSION
The Regional Connector design-build contract establishes completion milestones with liquidated
damages for failure to complete work on time.  The contract does not contain a financial incentive to
increase performance to finish construction early or to resolve issues without delay. Based on the
progress to date, there is an opportunity to complete and begin testing the guideway facilities early
while the challenges at the Historic  Broadway Station are resolved . The proposed agreement
incentivizes the contractor to complete the guideway facilities ten weeks early thereby permitting pre-
revenue operations to begin ahead of schedule. Furthermore, with an earlier start of the pre-revenue
service period, the duration of the service interruption on the L Line (Gold), is reduced thereby
providing Metro Operations with an estimated $2M savings in bus operating costs.

The complexity of integrating three operational lines presents significant challenges to the Agency.
The extensive testing and operator training needed during the five-month pre-revenue operation
period is dependent on having a firm handover date on which to plan their activities. Completing
construction and turning over the guideway facilities to Metro Operations independent of the Historic
Broadway Street Station eliminates schedule uncertainty and provides the Operations team with a
specific pre-revenue operations readiness date necessary for a timely commissioning.

This incentive agreement also achieves an expedited completion of the Historic Broadway Station
plaza which has been impacted by the construction of additional structural elements needed to
support a future hi-rise commercial building that will be constructed over the station. These
requirements arose as the developer refined their structural concepts into a detailed overbuild
design. The incentive agreement devotes additional resources to complete the construction of the
station plaza during pre-revenue operations of the guideway, yet consistent with achieving the overall
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early revenue service date.

Additional benefits of an early completion include eliminating the need to remobilize the Contractor
and Metro offices and equipment yards needed for project closeout activities when the lease
agreement on the Mangrove Yard expires in June 2022. This represents an estimated $2.5M cost
avoidance. Furthermore, with a two-phased early completion, Metro and consultant Project oversight
staff may begin demobilizing early thereby realizing additional savings. Finally, under the incentive
agreement, RCC waives all potential claims for additional time or costs arising from events through
October 2020 (excluding Covid-19 related direct costs). Accepting incentive payments, as outlined in
the agreement, also commits RCC to Liquidated Damages if the early completion dates are not met.
In aggregate, an estimated $19M of additional future costs are avoided.

DETERMINATION OF SAFETY IMPACT

The approval of this LOP Budget increase will allow Metro to achieve an earlier completion of the
Regional Connector Project without compromise to safety or reliability.

FINANCIAL IMPACT

Adoption of Recommendation will increase the LOP Budget for Project Number 861228 by
$12,948,000. Expenditures of the incentive payments are distributed monthly over the remaining
duration of the Project per the following schedule. Subject to Board approval, of this recommendation
the fiscal year 2021 portion will be accommodated within the approved FY21 overall budget for the
project, which is under consideration by the Board through a separate report at the same board
meeting.

FY21/Q3 FY 21 Q4 FY22 Q1 FY22 Q2

$6,269,000 $3,237,000 $1,721,000 $1,721,000

Impact to Budget

The source of funds for the LOP increase to Capital Project no. 861228 - Regional Connector
Concurrent Non-FFGA Project Activities is a combination of one or more of the following eligible
sources: Measure R 2% Rail Capital, State Repayment Fund 3562, Transportation Development Act
Article 4, and Lease Revenues. Other eligible and available funding sources which are not eligible for
operations use may be considered.  The funding plan for the proposed LOP budget is included as
Attachment A.

IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

Recommendation supports strategic plan goal #1) to provide high-quality mobility options that enable
people to spend less time traveling, and #5) to provide responsive, accountable and trustworthy
governance within the Metro organization.
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

To not approve the LOP Budget increase would result in not providing the Contractor an incentive to
complete the Project early and would lead to a minimum of $19M in increased Project costs. If the
recommendation is not approved, Metro will not receive the waiver of potential claims for activities
prior to October 2020.

NEXT STEPS

Upon approval by the Board of the recommended action to increase the Project LOP, Staff will
execute bilateral Contract Modification No 00187 which establishes new Project completion
milestones and provides the agreed-to incentive payments to the contractor in accordance with a
prescribed payment schedule.

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A - Funding Plan

Attachment B - Measure R and Measure M Unified Cost Management Policy Analysis

Prepared by:

Gary Baker, Executive Officer, Program Management   (213) 893-7191
Sameh Ghaly, Senior Executive Officer, Program Management (213) 418-3369
Bryan Pennington, Senior Executive Officer, Program Management (213)922-7557

Reviewed by:

Debra Avila, Chief Vendor/Contract Management Officer, (213) 418-3051
Richard Clarke, Chief Program Management Officer (213) 922-7557
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